functioning. The people of the States are rapidly
coming into line with the rest of India; they are no
longer a burden and a dead-weight keeping us back.
They are setting the pace for India today and our
national politics are dominated by their struggle.
The time has come therefore for the integration of
these various struggles in the States inter se and with
the major struggle against British Imperialism. There
are no longer many different struggles going on for
independence; there is only one mighty struggle for
India's freedom, though its aspects may vary and
though its battle-grounds may be many. As Gandhiji
has said, the struggle for liberty, whenever it takes
place, is a struggle for all India.
It is in the fitness of things that at this moment
of vital crisis for the States, India's leader, ever think-
ing of her freedom and jealous of her honour, should
step out and in his ringing voice of old, that we re-
member so well, give faith and courage to our people.
Gandhiji's lead has finally settled all the old arguments
that obscured the issue, and that issue stands out now,
clear and definite.
There are about six hundred States in India—
big ones and small ones and tiny ones which one
cannot even place on the map. They differ greatly
among themselves and some have advanced industrial-
ly and educationally, and some have had competent
Rulers or ministers. The majority of them, however,
are sinks of reaction and incompetence and unres-
trained autocratic power, sometimes exercised by
vicious and degraded individuals. But whether the
Ruler happens to be good or bad, or his ministers
competent or incompetent, the evil lies in the system.
This system has vanished from the rest of the world
and, left to itself, it would have vanished from India
also long ago. But in spite of its manifest decay and

